
B FLAT
DESIGN: ANDREAS BERLIN, 2005

~ HEIGHT DIFFERENCES IN ONE VISUAL PLANE ~

B flat

You recognise B flat at once by the backs that rotate in their
round bedding. Completely flat, they provide for a really
transparent look in your living room and each back serves
as a casual seat as well. You choose the right level of
comfort by turning the back up. It locks in place at any
position. Absolutely distinctive and crowned for its design
as a result.

Features

Available as 2.5-seat and 3-seat sofa, modular set
or footstool.
Feet are finished in aluminium. Option: lacquer or
epoxy.
Extra comfort option: seat height +2 cm.
Crowned with the Reddot Award 2007.



B FLAT
DESIGN: ANDREAS BERLIN, 2005

  
  B flat - cushion with roll

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 46
  Length: 58
   

  B flat - element 1,5-seat no arms

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 90
  Height: 90
   

  B flat - sofa 3-seater

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 220
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - element 3-seater arm right

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 200
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - element 3-seater arm left

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 200
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - sofa 2,5-seater

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 180
  Height: 56
   



  B flat - element 2,5-seater arm right

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 160
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - element 2,5-seater arm left

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 160
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - corner element 90º

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 105
  Length: 105
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - corner element with back right

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 137
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - corner element with back left

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 137
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - connection sofa AR - 1 back

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 220
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - connection sofa AL - 1 back

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 220
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - connection sofa AR - 2 backs

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 247
  Height: 56
   



  B flat - connection sofa AL - 2 backs

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 112
  Length: 247
  Height: 56
   

  B flat - footstool

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 58
  Length: 90
  Height: 39
   



B FLAT
DESIGN: ANDREAS BERLIN, 2005

Frame back
Solid beech, wood based board.

Seat springs 
Hardened steel springs.

Lower frame 
Polished aluminium or lacquered.

Leg gliders
Aluminium coloured leg gliders.

Filling 
Upper edge of seat11 cm Moulded foam sg 50 kg/m3 Leoskin covering.
Front of back 12 cm Moulded foam sg 30 kg/m3 Leoskin covering.
Upper edge of arm: 3 cm polyether sg 43 kg/m3 Leoskin covering.
Inner edge of arm4 cm polyether Leoskin covering.
Inner edge of corner: 6 cm Moulded foam 50 kg/m3 Leoskin covering.

Size options 
Seat height + 2 cm.

Details 
B flat gives the appearance of being very low. When flat, the adjustable B-shaped back is levelled with the arm. Thanks to
the ratchet adjusting hinge, the back can be adjusted into a large number of different positions. The corner element and the
corner unit of the connection sofa are not adjustable. In order to raise the height of the back, a separate back cushion
(cushion with a rol) is recommended.
The corner element must always be connected with two other elements. The connection sofa needs only one additional
element to create a corner sofa. The back and seat have different types of foam giving the flat seat just the right sloping feel.
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